Music Weʼd Like to Hear
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elevator music

performed by: Angharad Davies, Joseph Kudirka, John Lely, Neil Luck,
Tim Parkinson, James Moore, Taylan Susam, Gary Schultz, Markus Trunk

A message from the wulf.
As an organization, the wulf. serves the greater Los Angeles area by supporting artists through grant
applications/sponsorships and providing a space for artistic experimentation. It has evolved from a
performance series, run in a loft by two individuals, into a community of artists that support each other
artistically. This community, while rooted and primarily residing in Los Angeles, rather naturally extends to
other parts of the world (such as London).
On that note, we would like to thank John, Markus, and Tim, whose idea it was to have a night of music
connected to the wulf. as part of the ʻmusic we'd like to hearʼ series. This 'theme' is inextricably linked to the
loose mission we hold the wulf. to. That is, that everybody who participates does so because they want to,
because they love to, and because they are interested in exploring and experimenting to the extent possible.
Tonight's event consists of music from members of the wulf. community living in Los Angeles (Clark,
Steenberge, Schultz, Winter) and abroad (Kudirka, Susam). We hope you enjoy what we think is a nice array
of fantastic and sometimes fantastically odd works. While it is only a glimpse of what we do (to date we have
presented 70+ concerts in under 2 years), we hope the events tonight give you some sense of the exciting
spirit that the wulf. embraces.
Regards,
Eric KM Clark
Gary Schultz
Michael Winter
co-directors, the wulf.

the wulf. by night

